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PROMISCUITY

By Skip Elmore

Promiscuity is not normal or natural for heterosexuals. The
heterosexual bond is built on trust. Trust is based on monogamy.
Monogamy is based on love, and genuine agape type love is a verb, not
an emotional feeling for a season.
The Illuminist cult that rules the world portrays traditional morality as
"old fashioned." Traditional morality represents the accumulated
wisdom of mankind regarding obedience and discipline that is
understood to be a contributor to long enduring self respect and
happiness. Our moral conduct contributes more to our health than diet
and exercise.
Monogamy should be considered an absolute for both men and women.
Men get their sense of self worth from love and respect from their
families, from the honest production they create at the work place and
the good feeling about what they are doing when they believe that they
are building a better world for their progeny. All of this is taken away
when the conscience is violated. It is so sickening that very few men
have the courage to seriously analyze any part of it. They let instant
gratification destroy all that is good in their lives.
Women depend on a man (their husband) for personal fulfillment. This
is why they obsess about love and marriage. Their inherent passions,
purposes and visions are all incorporated within this very subtle and yet
essential dependence even during seasons of denial when they may try
to portray a perceived false identity driven by thoughts of inequity.
In a proper marriage, a man assumes a responsibility to fulfill his wife
as a woman, i.e. as a life partner and mother. Women are different from
men. They become implementations of the man’s responsibility. They
need to be cared for if they are to become the vehicle for this higher
purpose or they will decline or explode with some tragic form of
frustration or depression.
Sex is a small part of life. We live in a bizarre precarious world and we
need to choose real people with character and ability to be our mates.
Love grows from day-to-day caring over a long period of time and not
from emotional experiences.

